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Casino Table Games. “Casino” - this beautiful-sounding, inspiring word is of Venetian origin and

therefore stems from the city of love. Back in the 17th century, the first casino in Venice, the “Palazzo
Dandolo”, opened its doors. Casino games soon spread across Europe, and now people around the
world can try their luck, from Monaco to Las Vegas! Table games have been available in casinos for

many years, meaning you can play classics such as Roulette and Blackjack whenever you want. And at
GameTwist there are numerous variants of these elegant table games . Plus, thanks to our many Twist
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bonuses, you have the chance to play free . Many of our classic online casino games have been refined
and packed full of surprises, even for seasoned casino pros. For example, Multiball Roulette is played

with an incredible ten balls! Roulette Games - get a taste of Monaco online. The global casino game that
we all know and love! The classic Roulette version of European Roulette gets gamers on the edge of

their seat as the ball comes to a rest. Moreover, the design is crisp and simple, making it easy to play. If
you like it fast online , this table game offers you the opportunity to speed up the wheel with the aid of
“Quick Spins”. If you fancy an even more exciting Roulette alternative, the following versions are very
popular with gamers: Globe Roulette, Lux Roulette, Live Roulette, Vegas Roulette and Royal Crown
Roulette European. The various animations of the ball being thrown into the wheel will set your heart
racing. Live Blackjack - authentic table game action in real time. With weekly challenges, a separate

level system, chat function, individual VIP tables and a special lot card game, Live Blackjack stands out
from the casino games crowd. The cool game design will have you convinced from the moment you enter
the lobby. There you can select a table with the minimum bet you wish to play for, as well as enjoy a great
overview of the countless game features - even when playing free of charge ! During the game you can
take a seat at tables with other gamers. Moreover, you can interact with them via the chat function and
treat them to a virtual drink. In other words, Live Blackjack makes you feel like you are playing in a real

casino, often free of charge , from the comfort of your own home. Lux Blackjack and Royal Crown
Blackjack are two more versions of the immensely popular card game available at GameTwist. And if
you have enough Twists, you can play free of charge . Which of our casino games will take your fancy?

There is so much more to see! Did you like our casino classics ? Do you fancy something new? Why not
give our other exciting games a try? Under the menu item Slots you’ll find some of the most popular

NOVOMATIC games and more awesome online slot machines like Lord of the Ocean, Golden Sevens,
Apollo God of the Sun und Ultra Hot oder auch echte Klassiker wie Book of Ra, Sizzling Hot, Dolphin's
Pearl, Lucky Ladyʼs Charm deluxe und Faust. Online Bingo enthusiasts can also enjoy their favourite

game at GameTwist free of charge provided they have enough Twists, while Rummy, Belote and
Mahjong fans will love our Skill Games. And, last but not least, you can check out our Online Poker

games, including Live Poker, which will keep you entertained throughout. Compete with other gamers
and show off your card skills. Where will you venture next in our online casino? Follow us on Facebook

and you’ll always be informed about updates free of charge ! Some useful pointers for your casino
adventure. Suspenseful table games such as Roulette and Blackjack can be quite challenging at times.

So, with the following tips you should be able to keep cool even in the heat of the moment. No fun without
rules. If you don't know the most important basics of Roulette and Blackjack , your chances of shining in

these games are significantly lower. Study the rules first to have even more fun later. But don’t worry,
these casino games are easy to play. Please note that game variants can differ online as well (for

example American, European and French Roulette). The art of winning. Often players who play table
games with a strategy are the ones who do well. How do you want to go about it: all in or slowly but

surely? Research online which strategy works best for you. If you are familiar with Blackjack probabilities
or Roulette systems, you will be more likely to find the right approach for the right situation. You can hone

your skills in a game that is available free of charge . Keeping cool is paramount. Bear in mind that
rushed and ill-considered bets might spoil your gaming fun, and there are no sure-fire recipes for

success even when you play free and have enough Twists at your disposal. If you really want to enjoy your
time in the casino, you should pace yourself. Thanks to our special “Reality Check” function, you can set
how often you are given a reminder of the duration of your gaming session and what has happened so

far. That way you always have an overview. The casino for your pocket. Did you know: GameTwist
provides great entertainment no matter where you are, even when you're on the move. Simply download

our free app and turn your smartphone into a high-end casino! The gameplay has been specially
adapted for smaller screens to guarantee gaming fun while you’re out and about. About Us General
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